**Abstract**

Large-scale genome-wide association studies have identified susceptibility loci for schizophrenia in the gene encoding neurogranin (*NRGN*). Neurogranin is a neuron-specific calmodulin binding protein abundantly expressed in brain regions implicated in schizophrenia pathophysiology, such as the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. *Nrgn* knockout (KO) mice were previously shown to exhibit aberrant behavioral phenotypes involving deficits in cognitive functions and abnormal emotional behaviors. In this study, we examined additional behavioral and molecular traits relevant to schizophrenia in *Nrgn* KO mice. The mutant mice exhibited a series of behavioral abnormalities that resemble those of schizophrenics, including hyper-locomotor activity and impairments in working memory, social behavior and sensorimotor gating. In the DG, mRNA expressions of immature and mature granule cell (GC) markers were not significantly changed in almost all young mutant mice (\<10 weeks old). On the other hand, older animals (\>20 weeks old) showed increased expression of immature GC markers and decreased expression of mature GC markers. Bioinformatics analyses of transcriptome data also revealed that the gene expression patterns of the DG of older mutants are significantly similar to those of normal young mice. These results indicate that adult but not juvenile *Nrgn* KO mice show immature DG phenotype, which has been proposed as a novel endophenotype of schizophrenia, and that both genetic and undetermined (e.g., stress and aging) factors might act together to reverse matured GCs to a pseudo-immature status. *Nrgn* KO mice might be a novel animal model recapitulating the fact that typical onset of schizophrenia occurs during late adolescence or early adulthood. The late onset of the immature phenotypes would provide unique opportunities for studying molecular mechanisms of the disorder.
